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This collection of essays highlights the popularity of interdisciplinary undergraduate studies programs and their recent gains in the world of higher education, and then addresses the paradoxical failure of these programs to achieve a permanent position in the curricula of individual universities and colleges. This question and its attendant issues are explored in three ways: 1) an overview of how these changes are affected by the political economy, 2) case studies from actual universities and colleges, and 3) a discussion of the new ways undergraduates are educated through the use of interdisciplinary studies.
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This book on the interdisciplinary research process is the first comprehensive treatment of the subject for advanced undergraduate and graduate students. It features an easy to follow step-by-step approach that is grounded in the relevant scholarly debates on interdisciplinarity, research methods (e.g., quantitative versus qualitative), and epistemology (modernism versus postmodernism). Thus, the book integrates theory and practice. (From the Preface, p. vii).
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A Resource Review of the literature relating to interdisciplinary studies, including networks and new resources.

The study of culture in the American academy is not confined to a single field, but is a broad-based set of interests located within and across disciplines. This book investigates the relationship among three major ideas—interdisciplinarity, humanities, and culture—and traces their convergence from the colonial college to new scholarly developments in the latter half of the twentieth century. Its aim is twofold: to define the changing relationship among these three ideas and, in doing so, to extend present thinking about the concept of “American culture studies.” The book includes two sets of case studies—the first on the implications of interdisciplinarity for literary studies, art history, and music; the second on the shifting trajectories of American studies, African American studies, and women's studies—and concludes by asking what impact new scholarly practices have had on humanities education, particularly in the undergraduate curriculum.
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Provides a scholarly overview of interdisciplinary studies and helps students to recognize themselves as interdisciplinarians. The first published undergraduate introductory textbook in interdisciplinary studies, it introduces students to the importance of interdisciplinary research and problem solving. Also includes seminal texts in interdisciplinary studies.
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While many books on innovative teaching practices exist, none addresses specifically how those practices might function in an interdisciplinary context. In response to this gap, the Association for Integrative Studies initiated an exciting scholarly project. The AIS Board proposes a volume of essays that would attempt to bridge the gap by asking noted experts in various innovative pedagogies--from collaborative learning to multicultural teaching--to integrate their current theories and practices with those advanced in interdisciplinary education.

Each book chapter includes an argument that combines insights from each pedagogical approach and from the interdisciplinary scholarly literature. The specific, guiding questions of the book are: How can each of these innovative teaching approaches best be implemented in an interdisciplinary course or context? How can we ensure that students engaged in these approaches move toward synthesis and integration? What special challenges and rewards emerge when teaching these approaches in an interdisciplinary context? Are there existing structures or models for each of these pedagogical approaches that are particularly appropriate for deepening the integrative process? How can these new interdisciplinary approaches best be evaluated and assessed?

Fourteen different topics will be addressed by leading experts in their fields. The Association for Integrative Studies has been instrumental in initiating and implementing the project.
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An anthology of key articles and chapters drawn from the professional literature on interdisciplinary studies. Sections focus on the overall nature and practice of IDS, philosophical analyses, administration, the relationship of IDS and the disciplines, IDS in each area (social sciences, humanities and fine arts, and natural sciences) and in specific interdisciplinary fields. Includes a synthesizing essay that sets out a research agenda on interdisciplinarity.
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interdisciplinarity, its relationship to disciplines, and its practice in health care and research as well as higher education. It concludes with a 94-page bibliography.
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2010: Robert R Frodeman (ed.). Julie Thompson Klein and Carl Mitcham (associate eds.). The Oxford Handbook of Interdisciplinarity. Oxford, UK, and New York: Oxford University Press. The Oxford Handbook of Interdisciplinarity consists of 37 chapters dealing with such topics as the history of interdisciplinarity; different forms of interdisciplinarity (cross-disciplinarity, multi-disciplinarity, transdisciplinarity, antidisciplinarity, postdisciplinarity, etc.); interdisciplinarity in the sciences, social sciences, humanities, and arts; and methods and difficulties in the practice of interdisciplinarity. Because it conceives of interdisciplinarity in a broad sense, the handbook also includes chapters on teamwork, partnerships, and collaborative agreements — all of these both inside and outside the university. Interdisciplinarity is as important outside academia as within, and in fact is a primary means of bridging the university/public divide.
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2010: Julie Thompson Klein. Creating Interdisciplinary Campus Cultures: A Model for Strength and Sustainability. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 224 pp. Co-sponsored by the American Association of Colleges and Universities. With increased interest in interdisciplinarity across the academy and funding agencies, the focus of this book is of heightened importance. Creating Interdisciplinary Campus Cultures provides a systematic approach grounded in a conceptual framework and a portfolio of pragmatic strategies.
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This text combines theoretical perspectives, real-world examples, and comparative policy analysis to give readers an in-depth understanding of the core perspectives in International Political Economy, which will allow them to critically evaluate and independently analyze major political and economic events.
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The book argues that we can define scholarship in terms of the phenomena we study, data we use, types of theory we apply, methods we use, and practices we pursue (biases and errors we strive to avoid). The various classifications allow the interdisciplinarian to survey potentially exhaustive lists of phenomena, data, theory types, and methods (while avoiding a long list of potential errors). The chapter on methods also identifies key strengths and weaknesses of each of the dozen methods used by scholars (and shows that each method is biased toward supporting certain types of theory). The book argues throughout for a symbiotic relationship between specialized and integrative research.


Brings together K-12 and higher education luminaries to examine the continuum of interdisciplinarity in American education. The latest of four books in the College Board series on foundations, resources, and practices in interdisciplinary education.
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Addresses common concerns of faculty new to interdisciplinary course development and teaching in general education, in general terms and in the context of specific courses. It gets beyond generic issues to the practice of interdisciplinarity, confronting concerns that are emotional as well as intellectual. In the process, it presents designs for courses on a wide array of topics.
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Presents K-16 educators and researchers with tools to identify and locate print and electronic resources in interdisciplinary education. The volume is prepared by librarians and aimed at those interested in developing new curricula and innovative teaching practices.
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An extended examination of the claims that knowledge is increasingly interdisciplinary and that boundary crossing has become a defining characteristic of our age. The chapter on interdisciplinary studies focuses on urban and environmental studies, border and area studies, women’s studies and cultural studies.
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Explains the benefits and pitfalls of interdisciplinary team-taught courses and provides practical information on how to design and conduct them. It includes a listing of nearly 100 interdisciplinary, team-taught courses in general education, women’s and gender studies, professional and technical programs, and electives.
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